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Abstract Accurate knowledge of air‐sea fluxes of momentum, heat, and carbon are central to fully
understanding the evolution of the climate system. The role of ocean surface waves has been largely
overlooked in global climate models despite the growing body of work elucidating the influence of ocean
wave state on air‐sea fluxes. Here we account for the impact of ocean surface waves on global ocean climate
using a global ocean model through implementation of wave‐dependent momentum fluxes.
Wave‐dependent momentum fluxes improve the simulation of observed ocean heat content (OHC) through
increasing the trend in OHC over the last three decades. Specifically, the larger increase in OHC is
attributable to increased net heat flux in the Southern Hemisphere (SH). These results highlight the
important role of accounting for wave‐dependent momentum transfer in terms of both simulating future
climate and understanding changes over the recent historical period.

Plain Language Summary Climate change is one of the main issues of sustainable development.
The projection of climate change is important for assessment of impact on our environment, and the global
climate model is used for the climate change projection. Accurate knowledge of momentum, heat, and
carbon transfer at the atmosphere‐ocean interface, so‐called air‐sea fluxes, is central to fully understanding
the evolution of the climate system. Ocean surface waves exist everywhere in the global atmosphere‐ocean
interface. Many previous studies found that the air‐sea fluxes are controlled by ocean surface waves.
However, the roles of ocean surface waves are ignored in the global climate model. Here we account for the
impact of ocean surface waves on global ocean climate. Ocean wave‐dependent fluxes improve the
simulation of ocean heat storage through increasing the trend in ocean heat storage over the last three
decades to be more in line with observed historical changes. These results highlight the important role of
accounting for wave‐dependent air‐sea fluxes in terms of both simulating future climate and understanding
changes over the recent historical period.

1. Introduction

Global warming is now evident and both historical and future climate change must be accurately deter-
mined to guide future mitigation and adaptation efforts. Anthropogenic climate change is driven by a radia-
tion imbalance between incoming solar radiation and outgoing thermal radiation at the top of the
atmosphere that results from increased concentration of greenhouse gases. In addition to this imbalance
at the top of atmosphere, heat flux imbalance at the atmosphere‐ocean (and atmosphere‐land) interface
determines the global atmospheric temperature change.

The rate of global warming is mediated by the uptake of heat and carbon by the ocean (Meehl et al., 2011).
The evidence for ocean warming due to increased ocean heat uptake (heat flux to ocean) is compelling
(Balmaseda et al., 2013; Rhein et al., 2013; Roemmich et al., 2015). However, in terms of heat, this comes
at the price of thermosteric sea level rise (Levitus et al., 2012). In the 2000s, global atmospheric temperature
warming seemed to have slowed down (Trenberth & Fasullo, 2013). Previous work by England et al. (2014)
indicates that ocean circulation change due to changes in momentum flux (wind stress) resulted in
enhanced ocean heat uptake and the slowdown of the global atmospheric temperature warming in 2000s.
Because of this, fluxes across the atmosphere‐ocean interface are key to understanding historical and future
changes in climate.
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Ocean surface gravity waves (ocean waves hereafter) are ubiquitous across the worlds oceans. Historically,
the close covariation of waves with the ocean surface winds, by which they are forced, has typically led to
waves being considered as a passive component in the atmosphere‐ocean climate system. However, waves
are not typically in equilibrium with the surface winds, with much of the energy of the wave field being con-
tained in swell frequency bands (waves propagating faster than the winds; Hanley et al., 2010; Semedo
et al., 2011). This disequilibrium can lead to ocean surface waves having a critical role in the
atmosphere‐ocean interaction. For example, momentum fluxes from atmosphere to ocean have been
expressed as a function of wave state (Drennan et al., 2003; Janssen, 1991; Patton et al., 2019; Taylor &
Yelland, 2001). The upper ocean structure is modified by turbulence in the surface ocean. Wave breaking
injects a source of turbulence at the ocean surface (Craig & Banner, 1994), and wave‐induced Langmuir cells
are an additional source of turbulence capable of altering the surface ocean structure (McWillians
et al., 1997). This mixing alters the sea surface temperature, in‐turn modifying the flux of heat across the
atmosphere‐ocean interface. Therefore, ocean wave conditions are an important consideration for estimat-
ing atmosphere‐ocean fluxes.

Climate research on historical and future climate change has a strong dependence on climate simulations
using Global Climate Models (GCMs). The atmosphere‐ocean fluxes that have ocean wave dependence have
generally been parameterized by surface winds only in GCMs, or ignored altogether. Observed historical
changes in global ocean surface wind and wave climatology display different spatial patterns of change from
each other (Young & Ribal, 2019). It follows that the assumed parameterizations of wave effects by
wind might consequently be too simplified. Recently, impacts of ocean wave‐dependent processes on
GCM climate simulations have been studied. For example, wave‐dependent momentum flux (Breivik
et al., 2015; Chune & Aouf, 2018; Fan et al., 2012; Shimura et al., 2017), wave‐dependent kinetic energy flux
(Breivik et al., 2015), and wave‐dependent upper ocean mixing by nonbreaking waves‐induced turbulence
(e.g., Qiao et al., 2016; Song et al., 2012; Stoney et al., 2018; Walsh et al., 2017) or wave‐induced Langmuir
turbulence (Fan & Griffies, 2014; Li et al., 2017) have been implemented into GCM, and the impacts have
been explored. Wave impacts on heat flux imbalance at the atmosphere‐ocean in the context of climate
change, which is important as described above, have not been discussed in those previous studies. Here,
we explore the impacts of ocean surface wave‐dependentmomentum flux on global ocean climate, especially
heat flux imbalance at the atmosphere‐ocean interface (ocean heat content change), using a global ocean
model. Our results show the wave‐dependent momentum flux can lead to significant modulation of ocean
circulation, heat flux and the resultant ocean heat content which is key for understanding and projecting
future and present climate change.

2. Methods
2.1. Global Ocean‐Sea Ice Model

We conduct global ocean‐sea ice climate simulations using the Modular Ocean Model version 5 (MOM5)
(Griffies, 2012). The spatial resolution is set as 1° in longitude and 300 grids in latitudes, 0.25° to 1° depend-
ing on latitude, by tripolar grid coordination. The model has 50 vertical layers, with the upper 0–200 m dis-
cretized by 10 m intervals. The forcing data of MOM5 is derived from JRA‐55 reanalysis (Kobayashi
et al., 2015). Forcing data include 6‐hourly 10 m height sea surface wind, surface temperature, humidity,
sea level pressure, precipitation, shortwave radiation, longwave radiation, and climatology of river run off.
The JRA‐55 spatial resolution is approximately 60 km, which is interpolated onto the MOM5 grid spatially
at a 2‐hourly temporally resolution. The higher resolution global ocean models, such as 0.25° or 0.1° models,
have been developed, and the impacts of resolution have been discussed by Kiss et al. (2020).

2.2. Ocean Surface Wave Data

Ocean surface wave data is not provided as part of the JRA‐55 reanalysis. Wave data is produced indepen-
dently using the WAVEWATCH III wave model (The WAVEWATCH III Development Group, 2016) forced
with JRA‐55's 6‐hourly sea surface winds and monthly sea ice fraction. The source terms from Ardhuin
et al. (2010) are used for input and dissipation terms. This data set was used to describe the wave climate
by Shimura and Mori (2019) who presented good comparisons with buoy observations. Here, comparisons
between global significant wave heights (Hs) from the JRA‐55 forced wave hindcast and the altimeter obser-
vations of Ribal and Young (2019) are shown. The comparison period is 1992 to 2015 being the period with a
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high number of altimeter observations. Supporting information Figure S1 presents the averagedHs from the
JRA‐55 hindcast, and altimeter data sets. Consistent spatial patterns ofHs are seen between the two data sets.
Figure S1b displays the bias between the JRA‐55 forced hindcast and the altimeter data. The bias is up to 10%
(0.5 m) in the Southern Ocean. In the Northern Hemisphere (NH), the JRA‐55 forced hindcast overestimates
Hs by up to 5% (0.3 m). On the other hand, Hs is underestimated by 10% (0.2 m) in the western equatorial
Pacific. Overall, we conclude the JRA‐55 wave hindcast provides an adequate representation of wave condi-
tions to support the remainder of our study.

2.3. Momentum Flux Formulation

Typically, atmosphere or ocean models represent the momentum flux from atmosphere to ocean as follows:

τAO ¼ ρau
2
∗ ¼ ρaCmU

2 (1)

where ρa is air density, u∗ is the friction velocity in air, U is the 10 m height sea surface wind speed relative
to ocean surface current, and Cm is the bulk transfer coefficient for momentum. Large and Yeager (2009)
formulated the Cm depending on wind speed as follows:

Cm ¼ 0:00270=U þ 0:000142þ 0:0000764U − 3:14807 × 10−13U6 ðU < 33m=sÞ (2)

Cm ¼ 0:00234 ðU ≥ 33m=sÞ (3)

Equations 1–3 mean that the momentum flux depends on just wind speed and surface currents. And the
bulk transfer coefficient for heat (Ch) is formulated as

−u∗θ∗ ¼ ChU▵θ; (4)

Ch ¼ 0:0180
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Cm

p
; when stable (5)

Ch ¼ 0:0327
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Cm

p
; when unstable (6)

where θ∗ is the temperature scale and Δθ is the difference in potential temperature between the air and
sea surface. The formula of bulk transfer coefficient has been used commonly in global ocean‐sea ice mod-
els (Griffies et al., 2014; Storto et al., 2016; Tsujino et al., 2018).

The formulation of Equations 1–3 ignore the influence of ocean waves. But in reality, almost all the momen-
tum from the atmosphere goes to the waves at first, and then the ocean current receives themomentum from
wave dissipation (Mitsuyasu, 1985).

The momentum flux to the ocean (τocn) can be represented as a function of ocean waves as follows:

τocn ¼ ρau
2
∗ − ðτAW − τWOÞ (7)

where τAW and τWO are the momentum flux from atmosphere to wave and wave to ocean current,
respectively.

Spectral ocean wave models, such asWAVEWATCH III, solve the propagation of wave energy for each wave
component in wave number (k) and direction (θ). The equation is described as

DFðk; θÞ
Dt

¼ Sðk; θÞ (8)

where F(k, θ) is the wave energy spectrum,
D
Dt

is the total derivative and S represents the sources and sinks

of wave energy. In deep water, the S consists of three terms:

Sðk; θÞ ¼ Sinðk; θÞ þ Sdsðk; θÞ þ Snlðk; θÞ (9)

where Sin represents wind input, Sds is wave dissipation, and Snl are nonlinear wave‐wave interaction
terms. Integration of Sin and Sds in spectral space can represent the τAW and τWO:
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τAW ¼ ρwg
Z Z

Sinðk; θÞ
c

dkdθ (10)

τWO ¼ ρwg
Z Z

Sdsðk; θÞ
c

dkdθ (11)

where ρw is the water density, g is the gravitational acceleration, and c is wave phase speed. Sin and Sds
proposed by Ardhuin et al. (2010) are used in this study. u∗ can be calculated at the same time of Sin
because those variables are the implicit function of each other. Sin and Sds are determined by sea surface
wind speed and wave states. Therefore, u∗ and τocn are dependent on not only sea surface wind speed but
also dependent on wave states.

2.4. Experimental Configuration

We conduct global ocean‐sea ice climate simulations for the period 1958 to 2015. Two experiments are com-
pleted. The first experiment uses wind speed dependent momentum bulk transfer coefficient formulated in
Equations 2 and 3. This is treated as a control experiment and denoted as “expWIND.” The second experi-
ment formulates the momentum flux as a function of the JRA‐55‐derived wave hindcast, based on
Equation 7. This experiment is denoted as “expWAVE.”

In the expWAVE, momentum flux to ocean τocn is calculated using wave model outputs of u∗, τAW, and τWO.
The expWAVE experiment implements the bulk transfer coefficient of heat formulated by Equations 5
and 6. Equations 5 and 6 require the Cm although Cm is not used in the calculation of τocn. Thus, Cm in
expWAVE is defined by the logarithm law below:

Cmair ¼
κ

log 10
z0m

� �
0
@

1
A

2

(12)

where κ is the Karman constant. z0m is the roughness by wave and determined by u∗ of wave model
output;

z0m ¼ 10
eκU=u∗

(13)

To spin‐up the ocean model, a 900 year simulation with repeated 1958 annual forcing is conducted for each
experiment. The 58 year simulations for the period 1958 to 2015 are initialized with the state following the
900 year repeat simulation spin‐up. We have control experiments for expWIND and expWAVE. Our analysis
focuses on the last 30 years (1986 to 2015) of the simulation, being the period with greater observational
record for comparison.

For comparison with Cm of expWIND with expWAVE, Cm of expWAVE is defined as

Cmocn ¼
τocn
ρaU

2 (14)

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Momentum Flux

The climatology of momentum flux in expWAVE is discussed here. Figure S2 is the ratio of differences in the
climatology of τocn and ρau

2
∗ calculated in expWAVE. The differences are small and range roughly from ‐2%

to 0%. Negative value means that τAW is larger than τWO as explained by Equation 7. Larger negative values
are seen in the middle to higher latitudes, particularly in the western part of the ocean basin in the NH. The
western part of the North Pacific and Atlantic corresponds to the region where waves are in the initial stage
of development. The differences are almost zero at lower latitudes.

Comparisons of momentum flux between expWIND and expWAVE show how the relationship betweenU10

and Cm is wave state dependent. Figure 1a shows the relationship between U10 and Cm. In Figure 1a, Cm is
calculated by Equations 2 and 3 for expWIND and by Equation 14 for expWAVE using 30 years (1986–2015)
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of data from the Pacific region (50°S to 50°N, 175–179°W). In the expWIND, Cm corresponds uniquely with
wind speed, as defined by Equation 2. In the expWAVE, Cm varies depending on the wave condition under a
certain wind speed. The variation is greater for wind speed less than 5m/s and for wind speeds greater than
15m/s. The mean value of Cm in expWAVE is larger than that in expWIND when U10 is over 4 m/s. The
differences in mean value of Cm between expWIND and expWAVE are about 0.0003 to 0.0005 when U10

is 10 to 20 m/s. The expWIND is placed at the lower limit of expWAVE when U10 is over 10 m/s. The
expWAVE has a range of Cm consistent with observations (e.g., Figure 6 of Edson et al., 2013) although
the results of flux observation are highly varied depending on individual studies. The formula proposed by
Edson et al. (2013) is shown in Figure 1a as a reference. The momentum flux corresponding to U10 of
expWAVE is larger than that of expWIND when U10 is over 10m/s, same as Cm. The relationship
between U10 and Cm as shown in Figure 1a doesn't depend on the spatial resolution. Therefore, it can be
considered that the impacts of this relationship on the ocean climate as described below don't depend on
spatial resolution.

Figure 1b presents the climatology (30 years averaged value) of zonal mean zonal (west‐east direction)
momentum flux for expWIND and expWAVE. Note that the positive (negative) values are eastward
(westward) momentum flux. The momentum flux climatology of expWAVE is enhanced by 20% compared
with expWIND for every latitude. The differences are about 0.02, 0.01, and 0.05 N/m−2 for the NH
midlatitudes, the trade wind regions, and the Southern Ocean, respectively.

3.2. Ocean Circulation Climatology

The differences in momentum flux between expWIND and expWAVE lead to differences in surface ocean
circulation, represented using surface current and sea surface temperature (SST). The atmosphere to ocean
momentum flux has direct influence on the ocean surface current. Figures 2a–2c show differences in clima-
tology of the zonal ocean surface current. Figure 2b show the differences between expWAVE and expWIND
(expWAVE ‐ expWIND). The differences in current are larger in the equatorial current system. The

Figure 1. The comparison of momentum flux between expWAVE and expWIND. (a) The relationship between U10 and
Cm. The red line, thick shade, and light shade indicate the mean value, 2 times of standard deviation, and minimum
to maximum value. The black dash‐dotted line is the formula of Edson et al. (2013). (b) Zonal mean zonal
momentum flux climatology of expWIND and expWAVE.
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equatorial current system, including the westward current and the eastward counter current, is enhanced by
0.15 m/s in expWAVE compared with expWIND. In midlatitudes, the current is also enhanced in expWAVE
although the enhancement in midlatitudes is less than seen in the equatorial regions. Figure 2c displays
zonal mean zonal surface ocean current values for expWIND, expWAVE and observed drifter‐derived
climatology of global near‐surface currents (Laurindo et al., 2017). It is clear that the surface current
climatology from expWIND is much smaller than observed conditions all over the ocean. The expWAVE
is nearer to the observational climatology than expWIND, with the zonal mean value of expWAVE larger
than expWIND by about 30%. The meridional component of current leads to similar results to those
described for the zonal flow (not shown).

Figure 2. The climatology of ocean surface variables. (a) The climatology of the east‐west component of surface current
of expWIND (unit: ms−1). (b) The differences between expWAVE and expWIND (expWAVE ‐ expWIND). (c) Zonal
mean value in comparison with observation. (d–f) Same as (a)–(c) but for SST (unit: °C).
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Figures 2d–2f show the differences in SST climatology. The SST climatol-
ogy in expWIND is lower than expWAVE by about 0.5°C globally. We
explain this as a result of enhanced momentum flux in expWAVE driving
a deeper mixed layer (Figure S3) and consequent lower upper temperature
than expWIND. The magnitude of deepening is same order of Langmuir
mixing shown by Li et al. (2019). At the equator, SST differences are larger
than observed in other regions. This larger SST difference at the equator is
the result of the strengthened surface current and increased up‐welling in
the expWAVE experiment. Figure 2f displays the difference between
model experiment SST climatology and observations (HadISST; Rayner
et al., 2003) for expWIND and expWAVE, respectively. Although both
expWIND and expWAVE overestimate SST climatology, expWAVE shows
the better representation of climatology compared with observation. Note
that Figure 2f displays the region limited between 25°S and 25°N in order
to make clear the differences. Similar tendencies are seen at higher
latitudes.

3.3. Ocean Heat Content Change

Ocean heat content change is a key metric of climate change, closely
linked to global atmospheric temperature change, and also defines the
thermosteric component of sea level rise. Global ocean heat content
(OHC) is calculated as follows:

OHC ¼
Z
z

Z
A
cpρTdzda (15)

where cp is heat capacity, T is potential temperature and a is surface
area. The OHC of control experiments were subtracted from that of
expWIND and expWAVE to remove the drift following Gupta et al.
(2013). Even if this subtraction of control experiment value is not
applied, the results are almost same. This suggest that the model reaches
close to quasi‐steady state at the end of the 900 year spin‐up simulation.

Figure 3a displays the 30 year (1986–2015) time series of global OHC in 0
to 2,000 m depth as well as full depth (0 to 5,500 m). Observed and objec-
tive analysis data are also shown as references. The observed data shown
are ARGO observations taken from Roemmich et al. (2015). The objective
analysis data is taken from Levitus et al. (2012). Note that the observation
and analysis data are based on the OHC from 0 to 2,000m. In the figure,

the 3 year moving averaged OHC anomaly is shown by subtracting the value of 1986. Both expWIND and
expWAVE display a positive trend in OHC, however the increasing trend is larger in expWAVE than
expWIND. The trends of OHC in 0 to 2,000 m depth during 1986 to 2015 are 4.2 and 4.7 × 1021 J/year for
expWIND and expWAVE, respectively; the expWAVE trend being 12% greater than expWIND. The analysis
data of Levitus et al. (2012) shows the trend of 7.1 × 1021 J/year. We find the trend taken from expWAVE bet-
ter represents the objective analysis data, than that taken from expWIND. Looking at the OHC in full depth
in the period 1986–2015 which correspond to the heat flux imbalance at the atmosphere‐ocean, expWAVE
shows an OHC trend 16% larger than expWIND; 6.8 and 5.8 × 1021 J/year respectively although we don't
have an equivalent observed value. The globally covered ARGO period spans 2004 to 2015 only.
Comparing trends over this period, we calculate trends in OHC of 10.1, 8.8, 5.9 and 8.1 × 1021 J/year for
observation, analysis, expWIND and expWAVE, respectively. Here we see that expWAVE trends are signif-
icantly larger than expWIND trends (36%), and much closer to the observed trends.

OHC change corresponds to net heat flux at the ocean surface. Net heat flux was calculated as the sum of
shortwave radiation, longwave radiation, sensible heat flux and latent heat flux. All heat fluxes, except the
shortwave radiation, are sensitive to the surface flux parameterization used in expWIND and expWAVE,

Figure 3. OHC change and net heat flux. (a) The 30 year time series of
global OHC. The solid lines are for OHC in 0 to 2,000m depth, and the
broken lines are for OHC in full depth. The observation (ARGO) and
objective analysis data (L12) are also plotted. Hemispheric contribution to
(b) net heat flux and (c) trend of OHC in full depth. Global, SH, and NH
values are plotted from left to right.
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despite the atmospheric forcing being the same. Consistent with OHC, heat fluxes of control experiments
were subtracted from those of expWAVE and expWIND. Net heat fluxes of the expWIND and expWAVE
during 1986 to 2015 (2004 to 2015) are 0.54 (0.70) and 0.62 (0.93)W/m2, respectively, and thus the net heat
flux of expWAVE is larger by 15% (33%) than expWIND. This is consistent with the full depth OHC trend;
expWAVE is larger by 16% than expWIND. Note that net heat flux is estimated as 10 to 15W/m2 based on
satellite‐based products during 2006 to 2015 and the uncertainty is quite large currently as ±15W/m2

(Meyssignac et al., 2019). Figure 3b shows the contribution of each hemisphere to global net heat flux.
The areal sum of heat flux is divided by the global ocean area, instead of each hemisphere ocean area; that
is, the sum of SH and NH heat flux equals the global heat flux. From this it is clear that heat flux to the ocean
in SH is much larger than that in NH. This is consistent with the findings of Irving et al. (2019) based on ana-
lysis of historical simulations from CMIP5. Furthermore, the differences in global ocean heat flux between
the expWIND and expWAVE can be largely attributed to the SH differences. Figure 3c shows the contribu-
tion of each hemisphere to global full depth OHC. OHC in NH shows a stronger trend than that in SH for
both experiments, and the expWAVE shows the larger trend for both hemispheres than expWIND. The
hemispheric gradient of heat flux of expWAVE is larger than expWIND while that of OHC trend is similar
between experiments, which implies a stronger northward heat transport in expWAVE. This can be because
of the stronger circulation seen in expWAVE relative to expWIND. Figure S4 shows the Meridional
Overturning Circulation (MOC) for expWIND, expWAVE, and the difference. It is clear that MOC of
expWAVE is stronger than expWIND, especially around 1,000 m depth which is dominated by Atlantic
MOC (AMOC). The observation of McCarthy et al. (2015) estimated the AMOC at 26° as 17.2 Sv. The
AMOC at 26° of expWIND and expWAVE are 7.7 and 11.2 Sv, indicating expWAVE represents observed
AMOC more closely than expWIND. The stronger MOC of expWAVE can lead to stronger northward heat
transport. If looking at the period 2006 to 2015, both heat flux and trend of OHC in SH is much larger than
those of NH which is consistent with previous studies (Rathore et al., 2020; Roemmich et al., 2015), and the
heat flux in SH by expWAVE is larger by 0.24W/m2 than expWIND which dominates the global heat flux
difference same as the period 1986 to 2015 (Figure 3b).

4. Conclusions

Atmosphere‐ocean flux is a key factor to understand the dynamics of the Earth system. To date the role of
ocean surface waves are often overlooked in current ocean models, despite the influence of ocean surface
wave state on atmosphere‐ocean flux. This study explored the impacts of ocean surface waves‐dependent
momentum flux on the global ocean climatology, using a global ocean‐sea ice model. The ocean‐sea ice
model, MOM5, was forced using the atmospheric conditions taken from the JRA‐55 reanalysis, with addi-
tion of wave conditions derived from a JRA‐55 forced wave hindcast spanning the period 1958 to 2015.
Two ocean climate experiments, with and without the influence of waves, were compared with each other.

In comparisons of simulated sea surface variables, including surface current and SST, with the observations,
we show that ocean climate simulations forced with wave‐dependent momentum fluxes can represent the
climatology better than that forced by wind only dependent momentum fluxes. We see that these differences
lead to the ocean heat flux and OHC differences. The trend in OHC over the past 30 years is estimated to be
16% larger in expWAVE than expWIND; The larger trend seen in the expWAVE is nearer to observed trends.
The larger increase in OHC of expWAVE, relative to expWIND, can be attributed to the increase in net heat
flux of the SH. We note here that the greatest changes in wave heights in the historical record occur in the
SouthernOcean (Young &Ribal, 2019), and furthermore, it is the waves of the SouthernOceanwhich appear
most sensitive to future climate scenarios (Morim et al., 2019). On the other hand the larger increase in OHC
of expWAVE in the NH than expWIND can be attributed to the stronger MOC. AMOC can control CO2 flux
into ocean (Pérez et al., 2013). Therefore, it can be speculated that the differences between expWIND and
expWAVE have significant impacts on climate change projection via CO2 concentration differences.

Here, the difference in OHC change between expWIND and expWAVE is compared with intermodel var-
iance amongCMIP5 climatemodels. CMIP5 climatemodels were used for climate change impact assessment
in IPCC‐AR5 (Flato et al., 2013). The CMIP5 climate modelOHC data compiled by Cheng et al. (2019) is used
(https://159.226.119.60/cheng/). The mean trend and standard deviation of 0 to 2,000m OHC in 33 models
during 1986 to 2015 (2004 to 2015) is 8.8 ± 2.3 (10.7 ± 2.2) × 1021 J/year. The differences between
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expWIND and expWAVE are 0.5 (2.2) ×1021 J/year, which correspond to 22% (100%) of standard deviation of
CMIP5. The difference is not large compared with the intermodel variance of CMIP5 but is not negligible.

Previous studies using wave‐coupled GCM, in terms of the impacts on ocean climate, have focused mainly
on SST or upper ocean temperature (e.g., 0–300m) (Breivik et al., 2015; Chune & Aouf, 2018; Stoney
et al., 2018; Walsh et al., 2017) and mixed layer depth (Li et al., 2017; Qiao et al., 2016; Song et al., 2012).
Net heat flux and the resultant OHC change, important metrics for monitoring the state of the climate, have
not been discussed. Breivik et al. (2015) and Stoney et al. (2018) analyzed just upper ocean heat content in 0
to 300 m. In order to estimate OHC change that takes account of the deep ocean from an ocean model
requires long‐term spin up simulations to be completed, to account for model drift. The 900 year spin up
enables this study to estimate the net heat flux and OHC change. Therefore, we consider that this study pro-
vides new insight into the impact of wave‐dependent process on climate.

This study focused only on the ocean wave modulated momentum flux although there are other
wave‐dependent processes that should be taken into account (Cavaleri et al., 2012). Coupling between atmo-
sphere and waves has significant impacts on the atmospheric circulation location, such as storm belt at the
midlatitudes and the Hadley circulation, in addition to magnitude of surface wind speed (Janssen &
Viterbo, 1996; Shimura et al., 2017). Therefore, coupling between atmosphere‐ocean‐waves may change
ocean gyre location to some extent. Contributions of each wave‐dependent process in the climate system
should be estimated and the high impact processes need to be implemented into operational climate models
as we seek to develop seamless Earth System Prediction systems (Ruti et al., 2019). Although this study
focuses on the ocean climate for the historical period, it can be considered that wave‐dependent momentum
flux can have nonnegligible impacts on future climate projections because of the significant differences in
trend among the experiments. Despite the future tasks described above, we conclude that ocean climate
simulations using a wave‐dependent momentum flux parameterization can alter the ocean climatology
and trend representation by more than 15%. Changes of this magnitude are not negligible in the context
of climate change estimations.

Data Availability Statement

Ocean climate simulation data can be available in the repository of ZENODO (https://doi.org/10.5281/
zenodo.3886853).
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